BLENDING LEADERSHIP

BLENDING ONLINE AND OFFLINE PRACTICES FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING AND LEADERSHIP

@RESHANRICHARDS
ABOUT THIS
LEAD THE LEARNING
LEAD BY LEARNING
LOOK OUT FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION BY LOOKING OUT OF YOUR ORGANIZATION
“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them”
FIND A POST OR TWEET THAT RESONATED
LEAVE A COMMENT/REPLY FOR THE AUTHOR
CHECK BACK IN A FEW DAYS
CARE FOR ALL LEARNING SPACES: PHYSICAL & DIGITAL
Pros
more collaborative teaching tools
maybe more use of ipads in school?
Keeping up with the latest technology
remaining a cutting edge tech school (viz a viz a blunt edge)
THIS IS HUGE - universal email system would be much easier for all constituents
communications, daily life, appointments, meetings, etc.
universal access to Google docs for collaborative work in class
Easier communication with students—more accountability for students to set up
appointments and communicate with teachers rather than having parents be the conduit
greater integration = easier for students (esp. less tech savvy ones)
moving towards a system like this is inevitable, even if unpopular to some

staying on the cutting edge

streamlining the upgrade process would hugely helpful.
Having all students have a gmail account would make classroom collaboration much
easier because docs etc. could be shared with students without them being
“anonymous.”

Cons
Backlash re: privacy issues
how does this fit with admin rights? would 4th grades students be able to do this right
away?
Backlash re: consumerism
how many emails can one person have?
parents of younger students who are already concerned about email accounts, this is
just one more layer
How easy would it be to opt out once in?
How would this affect families who currently share Apple IDs? Is it easy/transparent for
our younger students to navigate between two Apple IDs?
- Obvious parent concerns regarding privacy
- If at any point, kids’ Apple IDs are asked to have credit card info, that’s highly
problematic.
Find a shared doc that you were invited to or hosted yourself.

Share with 2-3 ppl.

What next steps would you take to make it more useful?
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SHARE RELENTLESSLY!
YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT DOORS MIGHT OPEN FOR YOU AND YOUR SCHOOL.
Two Pointless Apps for #iPad

9/22/2010

...that are amazingly satisfying to interact with #edtech #edchat. When I say pointless I more mean that there are no objectives, no scaffolds, no instructions, and no social interactions. I just have found that the design of these apps is so elegant and interesting and they both make good use of the iPad interface and screen size. Both apps are free and also have iPhone and iPod touch versions.

**Epic Citadel.** You are dropped off in some medieval looking area and you can walk and look around the castle and surrounding grounds. There is nothing to do but explore, but it’s incredibly engaging. The makes of this app desgined it as a demonstration of a new graphics engine (Unreal) so I imagine that they will be producing some more interactive applications using a similar graphics platform.

**Line Art.** I don’t even know how to describe it. There are a bunch of colorful little sprites on the screen. When you press somewhere (or press and drag), awesome things happen. Press with two fingers? Even more awesome. You can't save drawings, or at least I haven't figured out how to since there’s no menu. The colors of the sprites change over time as do the way they react to your touch.
This is a great new app for designing simple animation videos with accompanying audio on the iPad. In PhotoPuppet, you use your own photos or template backgrounds and characters provided by the designer and arrange them on the canvas. Hit the record button, and you can move objects around on the screen to animate them. In a manner similar to MIT’s Scratch, you can design variations on a

Piotr Śliwiński

Hello Reshan,

I found your post via Twitter search, as I’m doing a couple searches on PhotoPuppet every day :-) I agree with you, that PhotoPuppet could be used in education, to show how animation could be done (frame animation too).

This is an early version, and I have only downloaded the free “Lite” version, but I see enormous potential for this tool. It seems that there are some sophisticated levels of editing and layering objects, but I only installed it today and haven’t had a chance to learn all of the nuances.
iPad Literacy Project

- iTunes U
- Explain Everything
- Evernote

David W. Malone • Technology Coordinator • davidwmalone@gmail.com • @dwmalone
Ms. Olson's Class @EduMinions
Exploring the uses the @explaineverything app.. And they are teaching their teacher a thing or two! #wilelions
pic.twitter.com/JMzextEp9F
David W. Malone @dwmalone
@EduMinions @explaineverythng Wish I knew more about Explain Everything. Can someone in your class tell me their favorite feature and why?
Ms. Olson's Class @EduMinions
@dwmalone @explaineverything Hey! It's Connor. My favourite part of Explain everything is the laser pointer. #wlelions
Hey Connor - that's really cool! are there any other laser pointer styles you would like to see? @EduMinions @dwmalone
Ms. Olson's Class @EduMinions
@expleanevrythng Connor thinks that a mini light sabre laser pointer would be pretty cool. @dwmalone
And Connor wrote about his experience...
Reflect on your experience here at the Innovation Summit. Make your thoughts discoverable in a tweet, a blog post, an email.
SAVE + RESPECT TIME TO DEVELOP AND SHARE TALENTS
FREE UP BUSY TIME
TO CREATE HUMAN TIME
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ALIGN TO YOUR MISSION OR REEXAMINE AND REVISE YOUR MISSION
TRASPERENCY IS NOT THE SAME AS CLARITY

JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN SEE IT DOESN'T MEAN YOU UNDERSTAND IT.

SEE CH. 3
CONTROL

DEVELOP
THANK YOU!

stay in touch!
@reshanrichards
rbr17@columbia.edu
www.explaineverything.com
startup107.mka.org
constructivistoolkit.com

get a book!
www.blendingleadership.com